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Abstract
The UPC-BMIC-VMU system is a standard phrase-based statistical machine translation (PBSMT) enriched with novel segmentations. These
novel segmentations are computed using statistical measures such as Log-likelihood, T-score, Chi-squared, Dice, Mutual Information or GravityCounts. The analysis of translation results allows to divide measures into three groups. First, Log-likelihood, Chi-squared and T-score tend to combine
high frequency words and collocation segments are very short. They improve the SMT system by adding new translation units. Second, Mutual Information
and Dice tend to combine low frequency words and collocation segments are short. They improve the SMT system by smoothing the translation units. And
third, Gravity-Counts tends to combine high and low frequency words and collocation segments are long. However, in this case, the SMT system is not
improved. Thus, the road-map for translation system improvement is to introduce new phrases with either low frequency or high frequency words. It is hard
to introduce new phrases with low and high frequency words in order to improve translation quality. Experimental results are reported in the French-toEnglish IWSLT 2010 evaluation where our system was ranked 3rd out of nine systems

Collocation segmentation (CS)

Translation results

http://donelaitis.vdu.lt/~vidas/tools.htm

Manual analysis

CS+PBSMT integration

We chose 100 random sentences from the evaluation set, and
compared the performance of the baseline system against dicesmooth and likelihood-new-phrases approaches. We have observed
that the new proposals are better or equal than the baseline. The
main improvements are due to:
1. Better selection of translation units, which implies a better
semantic preservation. For example: My main matter is right
(baseline translation), and My main matter is law
(dice-smooth and likelihood-new-phrases).
2. Better grammatical preservation. For example: Can I bring a
drink (baseline translation), and May I bring you a drink? (dicesmooth and likelihood-new-phrases).
3. Better word order. For example: How was on the paquebot life?
(baseline translation), and How was life on the paquebot?
(dice-smooth and likelihood-new-phrases).

Conclusions
The main contribution is the introduction of different collocation segmentations to enhance the phrase-based system. We have analysed whether the
collocation segmentations benefit came from smoothing the existing baseline phrases or introducing new phrases. We can conclude that segmentations
like Dice and Mutual Information help smoothing the existing baseline phrases and segmentations like Chi-squared, Log-likelihood and T-score help
introducing new phrases. We evaluated the best proposed system (likelihood new phrases) in 3 test sets and we obtained coherent improvements in
all of them.
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